HAIR REMOVAL AT ADVANCED LEVEL
HYGIENE & FRESHNESS ALL DAY LONG

WAXING KITS FOR THE COMPLETE
HAIR REMOVAL EXPERIENCE

WAXING KITS FOR THE COMPLETE
HAIR REMOVAL EXPERIENCE

X-Epil waxing kits are the perfect choice for beginners and professionals alike, providing 4-6 weeks results and a complete hair removal experience. These starter kits include a wax, a wax remover
and a range of accessories depending on the model, so you can get
to work straight away at home. And the results speak for themselves. You can achieve a silky smooth hair free skin for several
weeks with waxing, along with the fact that regular hair removal
can reduce the volume of hair.

• XE9006 • X-Epil Sensitive Wax
Cartidge With Wide Roller 100ml

• XE9005 • X-Epil Normal Wax
Cartridge With Wide Roller 100ml

• XE9008 • X-Epil Roll-on Wax with
Talcum for Happy Roll 50ml

• XE9009 • X-Epil Roll-on Wax with
Aloe Vera for Happy Roll 50ml

• XE9085 • X-Epil Evolution
Wax System with 100ml
wax cartidge

• XE9087 • X-Epil Happy roll Waxing Kit
with 50ml wax cartidge

Everything you need to wax at home • Exceptional
effectiveness • Professional results

• XE9208 • X-Epil Hair
Removal Strips 50 pcs

• XE9221 • X-Epil 20 strips
+ 2pcs oil wipes

Everything you need to wax at home • Exceptional
effectiveness • Professional results

READY-TO-USE WAX STRIPS FOR
EFFORTLESS HAIR REMOVAL

READY-TO-USE WAX STRIPS FOR
EFFORTLESS HAIR REMOVAL

X-Epil ready-to-use wax strips make hair removal a real experience.
Use it on the face, body, bikini line and underarms, the strips are
infused with cold wax or gel wax, depending on the type, so they
can be used immediately after a few seconds of warming between
palms. They come in different sizes depending on the area to be
waxed, so you can choose freely for the best results.

• XE9245 • Ready to Use Premium
Gel Wax Strips for face, 12 pcs

• XE9248 • Ready to Use Hypoallergenic
Gel Wax Strips for face, 12 pcs

RAZORS FOR A SUPER-FAST HAIR
REMOVAL EXPERIENCE
• XE9246 • Ready to Use Premium
Gel Wax Strips for body, 12 pcs

• XE9249 • Ready to Use
Hypoallergenic Gel Wax Strips
for body, 12 pcs

Are you in a hurry for a date and don’t have time to worry about
waxing? Choose X-Epil razors with blade refills or disposable razors
for a sure-fire solution in every situation and area. Their precision
head design keeps the blades close to the skin for a better cut and
removes most of the hairs in just one stroke. Use them in your
bathroom at home or stow them in your bag for a special occasion.
• XE9242 • X-Epil Woman
razor with 4 blades

• XE9215 • Ready to Use Wax strip
for body - Argan oil, 12pcs

• XE9247 • Ready to Use Premium
Gel Wax Strips for bikini, 12 pcs

Easy to use • Long lasting results
• All over use

• XE9243 • X-Epil Woman razor
cartridge with 4 blades/4pcs

Quick result • Hands-on
• All over use

RAZORS FOR A SUPER-FAST HAIR
REMOVAL EXPERIENCE

X-EPIL SENSATION EPILATOR,
IF YOU ARE THINKING BIG
The X-Epil Sensation epilator gives you
the magical vibe of sensually smooth
body parts, with its 18-tweezer head
that removes hair quickly and easily,
even from larger, hairy areas. It can be
used on legs, arms, underarms or bikini
lines and the result is always the same:
silky smooth skin! The ergonomically
designed head makes hair removal a
pleasure, and as it is a light-weight tool,
your hand does not get tired. It can be
operated by battery or cord.
• XE9500 • X-Epil Sensation
Epilator 18 tweezers

Fast • Practical • Efficient
• XE9244 • X-Epil Disposable
woman razors twin blade 12 pcs

• XE9239 • X-Epil Disposable woman
razors triple blade 3+1/pack

HAIR REMOVAL CREAMS
FOR GENTLE HAIR REMOVAL
X-Epil hair removal creams are always the perfect choice when you
want to remove unwanted hair in the most comfortable way while
protecting the integrity of your skin. With the normal and sensitive
versions, you can get rid of stray hairs painlessly yet effectively.
Can be used on any part of the body, even on your face.

• XE9205 • Depilatory
cream for face and
bikini line 40ml
• XE9204 • Depilatory
cream 75ml
• XE9241 • X-Epil Disposable woman razors with twin blades 5pcs/pack
• XE9234 • X-Epil Disposable woman razors with twin blade 4pcs/pack
• XE9240 • X-Epil disposable woman razor triple blade-1 pc

Quick result • Hands-on
• All over use

Skin friendly • Outstanding effectiveness
• Also for sensitive skin

NATURAL PROTECTION
FOR THE INTIMATE ZONE

NATURAL PROTECTION
FOR THE INTIMATE ZONE

You can always count on X-Epil Intimo to ensure proper hygiene
and healthy flora for your intimate areas on easy and hard days.
With a special formulation specifically adapted to intimate zones,
their acidic chemistry helps to maintain natural pH levels and keep
away harmful bacteria that accumulate when the balance is off.

• XE9302 • X-Epil Intimate
Cleansing wash 250ml
• XE9308 • X-Epil Intimate
Cleansing wash travel size 50ml

• XE9301 • X-Epil Intimate
Hygiene wipes 20pcs

• XE9309 • X-Epil Intimate
Cleansing wash 400ml

• XE9311 • X-Epil Intimate
Hygiene wipes sensitive 20pcs

• XE9316 • X-Epil Intimate
Cleansing wash travel size 100ml

• XE9317 • X-Epil Intimo
Intimate gel 100ml

Skin-friendly • Natural protection
• Practical sizes

• XE9312 • X-Epil Intimate
Cleansing wash sensitive 250ml

Skin-friendly • Natural protection
• Practical sizes

PREGNANT OR NOT PREGNANT?
RESULT IN MINUTES

SUGAR PASTE TO TAKE HAIR
REMOVAL TO A NEW LEVEL

X-Epil pregnancy tests give you the answer to the big question: will
there be a baby or not? The most reliable result is always the morning urine test, which is the time when the HCG hormone is present
in the most concentrated form and carries the information you need.

Combining maximum comfort and impressive effectiveness, X-Epil
Sugar paste brings traditional hair removal back into your everyday
life in a skin-friendly way. Application requires a special technique,
the paste gently embraces the hairs and gently pulls them out of the
hair follicles, ensuring particularly long-lasting results. Non-sticky and
can be washed with water, it’s not only comfortable but easy to use.
The risk of ingrown hairs is minimal and results last for 4-6 weeks.

• XE9206 • X-Epil Sugar
paste 250ml
• XE9405 • X-Epil Pregnancy rapid test pen 1pc – exclusive

• Outstanding effectiveness
• Skin-friendly formula
• Long lasting results

• XE9402 • X-Epil Pregnancy rapid test pen 1pc

SUGAR WAX IS THE GREAT
HAIR REMOVAL CLASSICS
Easy to use X-Epil sugar gel wax provides a result lasting up to 4-6
weeks, even for the less experienced. Suitable for all skin types
and normal hair thicknesses, you can gently remove unwanted hair
in a skin-friendly way. And you can conveniently wash off the wax
residue with water.

• XE9401 • X-Epil Pregnancy
rapid test strips 2pcs
• XE9209 • X-Epil Sugar wax
roll-on set

• XE9404 • X-Epil Pregnancy
rapid test strip 1pc

Easy to use • Immediate result
• Almost 100% accuracy

Skin-friendly • Fast • Comfortable

BEFORE AND AFTER CARE PRODUCTS
FOR LASTING RESULTS
With X-Epil accessories, you can make your at-home hair removal results more effective and longer-lasting. Use the cleansing oil to remove
any wax that may remain on the skin after waxing in one go, and the
soothing gel to cool, hydrate and soothe the epilated area. If you want
perfect results, don’t leave out the S.O.S. Ingrown hair treatment liquid
from your beauty routine, which has a gentle exfoliating effect that
clears the opening of the hair follicles, preventing hair ingrowth.

• XE9220 • X-Epil S.O.S. Ingrown
hair treatment liquid 75ml

• XE9211 • X-Epil After
wax calming gel 100ml

• XE9083 • X-Epil After
wax cleansing oil 75ml

• XE9231 • X-Epil Post-depilatory
oil wipe with aloe vera 4pc

• XE9230 • X-Epil After Wax Cleansing
oily wipe with aloe vera 1pc

Long-lasting result • Effective hair removal
• Necessary skin protection
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